Revolution 3: Technology
What changes are we going to see in computation, robotics, biotechnology &
nanotechnology?
RESOURCES
Sample discussion questions








Who should control our personal information? What will happen when an individual's genome is
routinely digitized and archived? Who should control such information? The government? The
private sector? The individual? How can such information be secured? To what benefits and
dangers does this information expose an individual?
In a coming age of personalized medicine-medicine based on the genetic makeup of an
individual-scientists are predicting life spans of 120 years of age and beyond for children born
today in parts of the developed world. How will longer, healthier lives change concepts of
retirement? Of social security and pensions? This technology is unlikely to be widely available.
What consequences will result from this furthering divide in access to healthcare between rich
and poor, developed and developing worlds?
Only in its infancy, nanotechnology has already yielded materials harder than diamonds and
technologies to attack cancer at the molecular level. It will likely be a trillion dollar industry by
2020. Surprisingly, it may also be the first industry to emerge simultaneously in the developed
and developing worlds. How can we begin to address the massive technological gap between
the developed and developing worlds in other fields as well?
Why is it important that developed countries not simply leave behind the developing world as
they continue to innovate? Is Thomas Friedman correct in his statement that information
technology is bridging the gap and allowing geniuses in developing countries to "innovate
without having to emigrate''?40 Will we see the end of the emigration of skilled workers from
the developing world or more internal migration of skilled workers within it?
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Web Resources
CSIS Technology and Public Policy Program
CSIS Global Strategy Institute
The Top 500 supercomputers in the world
The Center for Responsible Nanotechnology
The Project on Emerging Nanotechnologies
The New Atlantis

Videos
Hans Rosling: Debunking third-world myths with the best stats you've ever seen
Kevin Kelly on the next 5,000 days of the web
Nicholas Negroponte on One Laptop per Child
Unveiling the genius of multi-touch interface design
Christopher deCharms looks inside the brain in real time
Ray Kurzweil: How technology's accelerating power will transform us
Craig Venter is on the verge of creating synthetic life
The Myth about Ethanol
Top Gear - Vegetable oil for your volvo diesel - BBC
Nova - Car of the Future
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